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Tanner: Making a Mormon of Milton

making a mormon of milton
john
I1

S

tanner

THE URGE TO MERGE

on

several occasions in paradise lost john milton invokes his
muse the holy spirit to reveal to his sightless eyes insight about
3336
556
things invisible to mortal sight 536
1.1
56 see also 11
3.36
11
li 26 7.1
356
71 39 1
with the possible exception of william blake no other major english
poet lays greater claim to the role of poet seer even from his earliest
poems milton hopes someday to attain
to something like prophetic
il penseroso
strain 11 II
Pense roso 174 struck by the many similarities between
Mil tons great epic and mormon doctrine many LDS readers assume
millons
miltons
that the poet in fact attains the prophetic strain wished for in
youth and claimed in old age indeed many of my students and
some of my colleagues seem to regard milton as a sort of unbaptized
mormon teach him that angels are really the premortal spirits of
mankind and voila he is fit for the font and full fellowship his
greatest work ready for review by the correlation committee
As a mormon miltonist myself 1I confess that 1I am of two minds
about this view of milton as an unbaptized mormon on the one
hand 1I recognize numerous remarkable and largely unsuspected

parallels between miltonic and mormon theology parallels entailing
some of our most distinctive and even heretical teachings such
as our belief in material monism and our historic acceptance of
john

tanner is an assistant professor of english at brigham young university
Mil
tojohn
with two exceptions all references to millons
miltons
to john milton complete poems and
tons works are made cojohn
S

major prose ed merritt Y hughes indianapolis odyssey press 1957 animadversions upon the
remonstrants
Remon strants defence against smectymnuus is in volume 3 and de Doc
Chii
christiana
doctrinal
chiistiana
trina chie
stiana is in volume 15
doctrina
doctnna
of the works ofjohn
ailen patterson new york columbia university press 1933
alien
loan milton ed frank allen
ioan
of john
doctnna christiana isis more complete in the patterson edition than is the same work christian doctrine
de doctnina
in the hughes edition therefore the work has been quoted sometimes from the one edition and sometimes
Mil
from the other paradise lost is cited in the text by book and line millons
miltons
tons other works are cited by title and
page
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these shared ideas ought to be more widely known by
both LDS and non LDS readers of the poet 3 on the other hand
however I1 fear that the number and degree of our shared beliefs with
milton are often overstated resulting in significant distortion of both
miltonic and mormon doctrine each of which has its own integrity

polygamy

2

we need

to be more judicious in our attempts to assimilate the poet
into the fold
because restoration theology adopts a broadly inclusive view of
truth whatever is true is the gospel the impulse to discover proto
mormons
cormons among our favorite writers becomes nearly irresistible 4 1I
recall as an undergraduate at BYU that nearly every author we read
was upon occasion seen as a sort of closet mormon from shakespeare
to swift thoreau to twain kierkegaard to C S lewis while this
inclusiveness is admirable it is attended by perils frequently our
assimilative zeal is prompted by insufficient knowledge both about
the author in question and about the distinctive character of LDS
scotus
theology assimilation often occurs at the cost of what duns scopus
calls haecceitas or the thisness
this ness of a thing that is the particularities

which render an object what it is rather than what it may resemble
this ness too they have a singularity
like objects ideas have their thisness
and integrity which must be respected injudicious comparisons ignore
haecceitas raising general likenesses to the status of exact equivalencies
and reducing to insignificance formidable discrepancies arising out of
differences in history culture and biography all likenesses are of
course partial we need not forego finding resemblances a basic
cognitive operation simply because the world presents few clones
but we ought to attend to differences as well as similarities when
drawing comparisons
in comparing milton to mormonism this means attaching crucial
caveats to supposed similarities regarding shared beliefs in such things
5

ords such as heresy unorthodox and heterodox are
words
vie
uie meant as relative terms they imply no judgment
one christians orthodoxy is an others heresy
331 have outlined the intersections between miltonic and mormon thought for non LDS miltomsts
miltonists this
ibis
essay is
is an attempt to do the same for IDS readers as well as to address the problems of assimilation generally
see john S tanner milton among the mormons
cormons
Mor mons in ringing the bell backward proceedings of the first
international milton symposium ed by ronald G shafer indiana pa indiana university of pennsylvania
imprint series 1982 123 32
4for
ifor
for a compilation of statements regarding this inclusive view of the gospel see hugh nibley s article on
the timeless volume 1
and rhe
brigham young and education educating the saints in nibley on the timely andthe
in the religious studies monograph series religious studies center brigham young university salt lake city
publishers press 1978 229 60 for a more recent reconfirmation of this catholicity see the 15 february 1978
statement of the first presidency
scotus the basic principles of his philosophy trans bernadine bonansea
efrem bottom
bettoni duns scopus
D C catholic university of america press 1961 60 65
washington DC
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milton at age 62
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human dignity and freedom the fortunate fall and the nature of
god the father and the son on these and other doctrines surface
similarities frequently conceal subsurface divergences yet curiously
ies that
also beneath the surface lie a number of shared heterodoxies
heterodox
Mormoni sms most revolutionary
surprisingly align milton with some of
ofmormonisms
mormonisms
mom like a
more
beliefs hence my thesis is that milton is both less and moa
mormon than is generally supposed if this seems somehow double
minded 1I take solace in the similar attitude jesus adopted toward
those on the periphery of the kingdom he that is not against us is
for us and a few verses later he that is not with me is against
me luke 950 1123 there is a time to count allies and a time to
as

close ranks
11
II

THINGS ARENT WHAT THEY SEEM

cormons have welcomed milton as an ally orson F
historically mormons
elias an epic of the ages and
whitney imitated paradise lost in his ellas
miltons
dreamed of the day when the latter day saints will yet have millons
and Shake
shakespeares
speares of our own gods ammunition is not exhausted 6
this is a dream that persists among us judging from a recent twelve book
epic in blank verse by R paul cracroft and from the encouragement
church leaders give to miltonic enterprises by mormon artists 7
Mil
doubtless some LDS
IDS enthusiasm springs merely from millons
miltons
tons reputation
as the greatest christian poet in english if not indeed in western
civilization rather than from genuine familiarity with his work still
other more informed LDS
IDS admiration of milton arises from his eloquent
articulation of general christian ideas but it is incorrect to assume
as many of my students do that because milton espouses christian
commonplaces his work is ipso
ip so facto mormon for many apparent
doctrinal coincidences between milton and mormonism derive from a
common basis in christian scripture and tradition not from teachings
IDS church moreover as contemporary
unique to either the poet or the LDS
christianity sheds ever more of its historic dogmas such as a belief in
a real hell and devil or in a war in heaven or in an adam or even in
Mil tons poem may increasingly seem to have few
a divine savior miltons
millons
anal ogues outside the LDS
analogues
IDS faith yet in fact it is deeply embedded in a
analogies
day saints ed richard H cracroft
rhe
the latter duy
home literature vin A believing people literature of
odthe
and neal E lambert provo brigham young university press 1974 206
ar
R paul cracroft A certain testimony A mormon epic in twelve books salt lake city epic west
7r
1979 boyd K packer the arts and the spirit of the lord brigham young university studies 16 summer
1976 575 88 spencer W kimball
the gospel vision of the arts ensign 7 july 1977 2 5
6
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long complex christian tradition 8 before we claim milton as uniquely
our own we would do well to become more informed of what a
prodigiously well educated seventeenth century christian could have
garnered from his own resources and of what must be his own invention
or a gift from his muse
Mil tons intellectual milieu
millons
without a well informed sense of miltons
the reader may easily conflate christian commonplaces with truly
uncommon dogmas in their first flush of enthusiasm for paradise lost
for example my young LDS
IDS readers often urge parallels in the following
areas the nature of the godhead satan s rebellion and the war in
heaven the creation the fortunate fall free will obedience and

repentance the atonement of the son and the apostasy with the
exception of his views on the creation and the apostasy however
Mil
LDS in character
millons
miltons
tons ideas on none of these topics is peculiarly IDS
many of miltons
Miltons beliefs on these subjects moreover are distinctly
millons
unlike those espoused by the church
Mil tons conception of the war in
consider for example miltons
millons
Mil tons primary sources for his description of gatans
satans
heaven miltons
millons
rebellion and the subsequent war are the bible especially isaiah and
revelation traditional christian exegesis and classical accounts of
hesion homer and vergil 9 the
epic warfare especially those by hesiod
result is a war quite unlike that envisioned by most latter day saints
mormons
Mor
mons the war in heaven is seen principally as a war of words
for cormons
and wills like the debates between abdiel and satan 5809
5.809 907
5809
6.131
6131 87 in paradise lost the war assumes the character of a pitched
homeric battle many mormon readers gloss over this crucial difference
similarly they tend to see the fallen angels through mormon lenses
yet the rebel angels are not only not the unembodied spirits of
mankind but their war has nothing to do with human freedom
for man does not yet exist further the revolt is provoked not by
gatans
satans plan to deny men free agency but by his envy of the son
5.600
5600
5600 72 true as a figure of magnificent intellect enormous
persuasiveness and insatiable ambition Mil
millons
miltons
tons satan resembles the
fallen angel of light in the pearl of great price but his motives as
well as the issues and conduct of the war are all conceived of quite
differently
Mil
book length studies treating miltons
millons
tons use of scripture and exegetical tradition include

J

M

evans

andthe genesis tradition oxford clarendon press 1968 and C A patrides milton and
the christian tradition oxford clarendon press 1966
Mil
9for
or a fuller account of the sources contributing to millons
miltons
ifor
tons war in heaven see stella P revard the war
rans rebellion ithaca NY
satans
N Y cornell university press
tans
of gatans
in heaven paradise lost and the tradition ofSa
ofsatans
paradise lost

1980
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similar qualifications need to be attached to any number of
other fundamental doctrinal similarities including that most basic
premise of belief the nature of the godhead owing to the many
collo
colloquies
quies between the father and the son depicted in paradise lost
our arian view that
most LDS readers assume that milton must share out
christ is not consubstantial with god the father milton s actual
views on the godhead however are not nearly so simplistic
simplisrically
simplistically
ally
aily
anritrinitarian
antitrinitarian
as they may at first appear hence his possible
antl
anti
trinitarian
arianism has long been a matter of scholarly controversy 10 one has
only to read his long and labored argument for a subordinationist
Chiistian doctrine 932 64 to recognize
christian
position vis a vis the trinity car
chr
reccnize
that whatever milton believed on the nature of the godhead it
is quite far removed from the unambiguous bold declaration of
modern revelation the father has a body of flesh and bones as
tangible as mans the son also dac
d&c 13022 milton admits
that it is legitimate to conceive of god anthropomorphically for
this is how god describes himself in scripture but the human form
and attributes ascribed to god milton concedes may be metaphoric
merely the way an ineffable deity accommodates his self revelation to
finite human understanding christian doctrine 905 6 in paradise
lost the poet typically describes the father as light and as a bodiless
voice rarely with corporeal images characterized as somewhat
severe and dispassionate the epic s god often seems quite unlike the
loving father in heaven regularly invoked by latter day saints in
prayer and song the mormon god my god weeps before enoch
over his wayward rebellious creatures see moses 728 29 Mil
miltons
millons
tons
god in a particularly disagreeable moment of irony feigning to be
fearful of the rebel armies laughs the apostate angels to scorn
5719
5.719 32
5719
mormons find so fortunate milton regards at best
the fall that cormons
as a mixed blessing true both his adam and the adam of modern
10
revelation rhapsodize about a fortunate fall 12469
12.469 84 moses 5510
12469
but if god converts sin into an occasion for rejoicing by sending a
suffi cd
savior he also loudly decries adams sin happier had it suffice
sufficd
good by itself and evil not at all 1188
11.88
1188 89
him to have known
similarly to milton mans first disobedience marks a heinous offence
comprehending in itself a litany of sins for what sin can be named
which was not included in this one act milton asks and enumerates a
Mil
millons
tons theology
andj
hunter C A patrides and
andaJ H adamson bright essence studies in miltons
salt lake city university of utah press 1971 contains several important articles dealing with milton and
arianism as well as a useful bibliography

W
low
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catalogue of evils distrust in the divine veracity and a proportionate
credulity in the assurances of satan unbelief ingratitude disobedience
parricide theft
gluttony in the man excessive uxoriousness
invasion of the rights of others sacrilege deceit presumption in
aspiring to divine attributes fraud
pride and arrogance
doctrinal
trina christiana 181 this is a far cry from the mormon
doctrina
de Doc
exculpations of adams transgression not sin as a wise and mature
choice 1I1 1I
we in the IDS
LDS church take a warmly enthusiastic view of the
Mil tons theodicy implies
fall it is the enabling condition of progress millons
miltons
96
that the fall is truly tragic compare gg
9.6
96 working great evil upon
the human family who had they not fallen might have progressed
5.496 505 12
up the scale of perfection to the stature of angels 5496
12this
5496
this
view of the fall as an impediment to growth precisely the inverse
IDS doctrine is largely overlooked by mormon readers in their
to LDS
Mil
enthusiasm for adams view of the situation and for miltons
millons
tons
famous view in areopagitica it is easy to forget however that
Mil tons magniloquent argument in behalf of growth through trial is
millons
miltons
couched in explicitly postlapsarian terms As
the state of man
now is now that adam has botched things up we can know good
world ie
only by evil the knowledge and survey of vice is in this worldie
this fallen world so necessary to the constituting of human virtue
areopagitica 729 my italics this is not an argument about how
the world might have been had adam not fallen for all its sweeping
Mil
rhetoric millons
miltons
tons argument is situated within the conditions governing
this fallen world and more tactically directed to the debates prevailing
in parliament over censorship Mil
millons
miltons
tons generalizations fall somewhat
gehis
of
short ofLe
oflehis
lehis
his universal claims about the necessity of opposition in all
things see 2 ne 211 29 which they seem to echo
Mil
millons
miltons
lehis
tons thoughts about purification by trial differ from gehis
on yet other counts struck by the resemblance between gehis
lehis blessing
of jacob and areopagitica a mormon critic whose paper 1I recently
reviewed quoted the following phrase from millons
Mil
miltons
tons tract to corroborate
the book of mormon parallels that which purifies us is trial and trial
LDS statements to this effect see wilson K andersens
for a representative collection of IDS
Andersens unit the
in the gospel in principle and practice provo brigham young
fall A planned purposive change
university press 1965 183 91 joseph fielding smiths comment from 14 january 1961 is illustrative
what did adam do the very thing the lord wanted him to do 1I hate to hear anybody call it a sin for it
wasnt a sin ibid 186
miltons
millons
dennis R danielson Mil
tons good god cambridge cambridge university press 1982 164 201
202 27
see also his chapter the unfortunate fall
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what is contrary areopagitica 728 what this assimilationist
conveniently leaves off the quotation is the introductory clause which
reads assuredly we bring not innocence into the world we bring
impurity much rather areopagitica 728 had he pursued Mil
miltons
millons
tons
meaning here the critic would have discovered that beneath the surface
similarity loom chasms of differences separating the poet from father
lehi for as the deleted phrase implies milton believes in original
sin he believes man is born with congenital debilities
debili ties deriving from
the fall of adam and inexorably passing themselves down from
Chi
christian
istian doctrine 981 82
parent to child to the latest generation car
cai
we inherit an impure legacy physical and moral furthermore
milton continues the spirit that animates our physical bodies possesses
no individual existence before our birth nor separate life after our
christian
Chi
deaths until the resurrection car
istian doctrine 979 81 thus an
chr
examination of a clause excised from a sentence otherwise so LDS in
sentiment leads to discovery of doctrines repugnant to our beliefs
original sin as opposed to original innocence see moro 8 d&c
747
dac
miltonic mortalism in contrast to mormon eternalism 13
mormons and milton may bes
be sharply differentiated on
evidently cormons
any number of doctrines indeed the more one learns of the particular
Mil tons thought the more hesitant one becomes to
complexities of miltons
millons
locate him under any convenient rubric mormon or otherwise one
final example of this comes from the latest scholarship on Mil
miltons
millons
tons
mormons
Mor
mons is often associated with what is
theology milton like cormons
la belled arminianism a theological position deriving from the
writings of ofjacobus
jacobus arminius a seventeenth century dutch theologian
who emphasized human free will in contrast to calvins insistence
upon human impotence in the face of absolute divine sovereignty
given millons
Mil
miltons
tons stress upon human choice repeatedly dramatized in
his work from comus to paradise regaina
Re
regaind it would seem
logical to associate milton with arminianism until one remembers
papista and high churchmen such
that this label was also applied to papists
as the archbishop laud implacable enemy of the puritans recent
scholarship is now providing a corrective to our easy categorization
of milton as arminian reminding us that the term s religious and
political meanings altered sharply over the course of milton s
is by

gaind

mortalism describes the belief that the soul dies with the body christopher hill milton and the
english revolution new york penguin 19771
1977
317 23 christian doctrine 979 80 eternalism by
rhe prophetjoseph
prophet joseph smith
the
analogy defines the doctrine that the soul is coeternal with god teachings odthe
of rge
ofthe
comp joseph fielding smith salt lake city deseret press 1938 352 54 sterling M mcmurrin the
theological foundations odthe
the mormon religion isalt
sie
salt lake city university of utah press 1965 49 57
of sye
ofthe
sait
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tumultuous life as did his own views 14
14at
at a minimum we must
recognize some incongruity in ascribing to milton proponent of religious
tolerance and inward paradises the very label that his contemporaries
applied to laud enforcer of external conformity and ritual
and 1I would suggest in passing that comparable complexities
govern mormon doctrine on the issue of works and grace it is a mistake
to align mormonism exclusively with either protestant individualism
and interiority on the one hand or catholic authoritarianism and
externality on the other to stress one pole at the expense of the other
is not to characterize our doctrine but to caricature it similarly
Mil
millons
miltons
tons thought cannot without caricature be neatly brought under
Mil tons career
millons
any simple religious umbrella as his life testifies miltons
traces a steady disillusionment with organized religion as he is
church outed finally composing his own theology he becomes
a church of one
the reason and church government 671
mormonism while finding nothing to fault and much to admire in
sui
Mil tons rejection of apostate religion is likewise itself suigeneris
ful generis
fui
millons
miltons
ili WAS MILTONS
111
III

MUSE A MORMON

TWO TEST CASES

if miltonic and mormon thought are unique

each possessing its
it is nevertheless true that the two

own individuality and integrity
belief systems also intersect and often in singular ways seeing these
remarkable coincidences of doctrine we in the church want to explain
them as cases of clear inspiration here is evidence that the poet did
indeed as he claimed receive ideas from nightly visitations by his
muse 728
7.28 30 it is instructive to examine more carefully the
728
hypothesis that milton and joseph smith had access to the same source
of inspiration that they shared the same heavenly muse
in order to test this hypothesis it is necessary to locate some point
of consensus which milton and the prophet share virtually alone
exclusive of the rest of christendom while no unique convergences
come to mind I1 can think of two such shared anomalies the first
entails their views of creation the second their accounts of a christian
adam unlike most christian theologians since augustine milton
nihilo
nibilo creation or creation out of nothing
did not believe in ex dibilo
rather he endorsed the view that god fashioned the universe out of
christian
preexistent matter matter which is intrinsically good
doctrine 976 yet miltonic materialism implicit in paradise lasts
A fine discussion on this will soon be published by dennis danielson in the forthcoming proceedings of

the second international milton symposium in the indiana university of pennsylvania imprint series
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description of chaos
womb of nature and perhaps her grave
2.911
2911 was not recognized until his long lost theological treatise de
Doc
bously
Chiistiana was found and translated in 1820 prev
doctrinal
trind cari
previously
iously
christiana
trina
doo
tiina
carf
doctiina
doctrina
Mil tons imagery if regarded at all was dismissed as poetic license
millons
miltons
Doc
no more radical than the imagery of genesis itself in de doo
doctrinal
trina
doctrina
doctlina
christiana however milton boldly reasons that neither the hebrew
nor the greek nor yet the latin verb for create can possibly signify
doctrine 975 76 joseph smith
create out of nothing christian doctiine
not only agrees with milton and a minority of other thinkers it must
nihilo creation but he makes his
be acknowledged in rejecting ex nichilo
argument in remarkably similar terms the prophet also avers that
matter is intrinsically good compare d&c 8812 9333 so good
that it is an honor and a blessing rather than a shame and a hindrance
that we like god have bodies in another place the prophet reasons
that the hebrew verb for create cannot mean create out of nothing
but would be better translated to organize
hence we infer that
god had materials to organize the world out of chaos chaotic matter
which is element 15
does this stunning coincidence of doctrine and logic provide
evidence that the same voice dictated the ideas to both men well
yes and no the case for whole cloth inspiration is not incontrovertible
nihilo
creatio ex nichilo
others have disputed the logic defying doctrine of creatic
genesis itself is more easily compatible with creatic
creatio ex materia than
nihilo creation moreover even the
with patristic theories of ex nichilo
remarkably similar linguistic reasoning may be explicable by the existence
of a common third source milton who knew hebrew and things jewish
likely knew that ibn ezra author of an important late medieval
commentary on the hebrew text mounts the same case about the
verb create milton s commentary follows that of ibn ezra quite closely
even adducing the same proof text from isaiah 16 thatjoseph
that joseph smith
directly knew ibn ezra seems highly improbable but his jewish hebrew
teacher joshua sexias likely did it is possible that joseph smith
learned the substance of ibn ezra s gloss on the hebrew verb create
from his teacher indeed the lexical expertise in hebrew evident
in the prophet s explication of create which sounds so rabbinic
renders sexias a likely source both milton and joseph smith then
may have shared indirectly a common horizontal source one that
I1 I1

dac

I1

rhe
teachings of
the pmphetjoseph
prophet joseph smith 351
odthe
ofthe

52 compare

christian doctrine 977

can be finally annihilated
16

16harris
harris

francis fletcher milton ss rabbinical readings 1930 reprint

np
ap

no created thing

archon books 1967

81 83
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can partly account for the similarities in their argument 17 but does
this rule out a vertical source for this shared anomaly that is
revelation from on high no for both men still had to be receptive to
ideas that were possibly prompted by things encountered in their
respective environments in their bold choices surely the light of
inspiration must be allowed to play but we ought not to overstate the
claim some judicious restraint is called for in making a case for
inspiration from the spirit alone all the more so because milton
does not arrive at exactly the same conclusion about preexistent matter
as does joseph smith while the prophet understands that matter is
coeternal with god milton rejects this truly revolutionary idea as
inconceivable opting instead for the position that matter is coterminous
cotern inous
cobern
with god that creation is ex deo or out of gods own substance 18
the second shared heresy that provides a good test case for
inspiration regards stories about postlapsarian adams conversion
to christian faith this is even more anomalous than the denial of
nihilo
dibilo creation milton is almost alone among christian thinkers in
ex nibilo
having adam learn about the future atoning mission of that second
adam jesus christ the idea that adam knew about the atonement and
became a baptized christian is of course familiar to readers of the
pearl of great price once again if we look hard for Mil
millons
miltons
tons sources
colloquies
quies
we discover obscure jewish traditions depicting fallen adams collo
with angels and minority christian opinions that he became a christian
man 19 milton may have known of these traditions but it is quite
that joseph smith knew any of these specific sources does
unlikely thatjoseph
this incontrovertibly confirm mutually independent inspiration no
for it is just possible thatjoseph
that joseph smith knew about these or similar
traditions regarding father adam through his new england environment
it may be in fact that paradise lost itself helped shape some such
popular traditions in the new england mind since the poem was
enormously popular in early america its influence waning about the
time of josephs birth 20 thus although joseph likely never read the
poem its ideas may have filtered into even the unlettered culture of
rural upstate new york
in
m views on man and
terms horizontal and vertical come from george T boyd revelation
alien
allen D C lecheminant and D J whittaker
religion collected essays of george T boyd comp james B ailen
provo friends of george T boyd 1979 65 75
isteachings odthe
tae
the prophet
joseph smith 352 54 christian doctrine 976 for a discussion of background
prophetjoseph
of fae
ofthe
obex nichilo
nihilo creation
mllton
milton andthe
the christian tradition 26 53
und
creatlon see patrides miton
ofexnihilo
and tee
and sources for Mil
miltons
millons
kiron
tons denial ofex
evans
bvans paradise lost and the genesis tradition 54 291 92 patrides milton and the christian
tae
the science odthe
the saints princeton NJ princeton
and fhe
tradition 127 259 georgia B christopher milton andthe
of rae
ofthe
university press 1982 135 46
georgc F sensabaugh milton in early america princeton NJ princeton university press 1964
george
2ogeorge
17the
7the
athe

282 305
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yet

Mil
once again the differences between millons
Mormoni sms
miltons
tons and mormonisms
the tradition of a christian adam seem as striking as the

use of
similarities in paradise lost adams knowledge of futurity may be
in part a poetic technique to implicate the reader in the narrative by
tracing the consequences of the story to our day and in another part a
strategy for bringing the story around to christ the greater man
alluded to in the opening without whose mission of restoration the
poem could not become a theodicy justifying the ways of god to man
but would remain a tragedy of disobedience woe and loss adams
conversion as recorded in the pearl of great price by contrast serves
by no means only as incidental embellishment for the narrative but
forms an integral part of the deepest and earliest structures of
mormon doctrine the idea that christianity exists before christ
informs the whole book of mormon narrative and is a central concept
in what might be termed dispensation theology that is the doctrine
that the gospel was possessed by some people in every age
creation from matter and the
her esies
these two shared heresies
christian conversion of adam indicate how difficult it is to make a
watertight case that purely vertical inspiration operated upon milton
as I1 believe it did upon joseph smith for those having eyes to see
the similarities suggest that milton was inspired but they do not
confirm that his inspiration is either identical to joseph smiths or
without precedent moreover 1I know of no similarity between the
beliefs of milton and joseph smith that is wholly without precedent
and that must consequently be ascribed either to pure chance or
pure revelation furthermore since paradise lost was reasonably
well known in early new england no such absolute proof of mutually
independent originality is even theoretically possible but the possibility
of shared sources does not destroy the thesis of inspiration either indeed
inspiration explains rather better than chance the enormous number
Mil tons ideas and those of the restored
of resemblances between miltons
millons
gospel further this hypothesis allows us to take milton at his
word and the impassioned sincerity of his claim seems self evident
to me from the text that his muse is not merely a conventional fiction
lifted from epic poetry but a messenger from god himself for thou
aly
759
nly she an empty dream 739
beav niy
7.39
art heav
739
IV MILTON AS

revolutionary

that john milton and joseph smith hear the spirit speak related
but differing words need not discredit the idea of inspiration
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the LDS church
gods revelations

has always adopted an ample generous view of
accounting all truth everything leading to christ
as given of god compare moro 715 18 and there are a remarkable
number of instances where the two men speak with nearly the same
Mormoni sms most revolutionary
voice often these coincidences involve mormonisms
tenets as in the two examples discussed above milton is our ally
even in that most controversial past mormon practice of polygamy
and the early LDS apologists knew it milton and luther are the two
non LDS defenders for polygamy most frequently cited by early
Mil
nineteenth century mormon polemicists millons
miltons
tons defense of polygamy
54 in the millennial
star and
in christian doctrine was reprinted in 18
1854
millennialstarand
subsequently in other LDS polemic literature 21 and no wonder for
Mil
millons
miltons
tons reasoning on the subject is as bold as it is unassailable
either therefore is polygamy a true marriage he proclaims or all
children born of that state are spurious which would include the
whole race ofjacob
ofjacob christian doctrine 994 by just such scriptural
syllogisms orson pratt thoroughly outmaneuvered a congressional
chaplain in a famous debate 22
that milton could be numbered among the polygamophiles
to this day shocks and surprises many readers who still cling to the
stereotype of the poet as a staid conservative champion of christian
I
23nothing could be further from miltons
Mil tons reputation
orthodoxy 23 nothing
millons
among his contemporaries as a radical a notorious regicide and
cormons probably find most to sympathize with
libertine divorcer mormons
in the revolutionary milton an image increasingly revived by modern
scholarship 24
for all his erudition milton was scarcely a servile slave to tradition
but was prepared to reconstruct his beliefs from the ground up and was
contemptuous of the timid or lazy soul who may commit the whole
1

4 5 davidj
3321 24 342 45
54 521
1854
lutter
latter day saint millennial star 16 27 may 3 june 18
davida whittaker early
ph D diss brigham young university 1982 363 64 383 84 391 92 1 1I wish
mormon Pamphleteer
pamphleteering
ing phd
Whit takers excellent
to thank
think dr whittaker for alerting me to early mormon pamphleteers use of milton whittakers

study contains valuable comprehensive notes
22joseph fielding smith essentials in church history salt lake city deseret book company 1940
452 53 robert D hatch the pratt newman debate masters thesis brigham young university 1960
stearn printing establishment 1877
orson pratt the bible andpolygamy
und
and polygamy salt lake city deseret news steam
23leo
leo miller john milton among the polygamophiles new york alfred A knopf 1979 180 82 the
polygamophile is millers invention
term polygamophde
24hill
und
and the english revolution provides the most extreme major reevaluation of Milton as a
m milton andrae
hill in
radical but the trend has existed at least since maurice kelley examined the relation of paradise lost to
argument princeton NJ princeton university press
greatargument
Doc
trina chnstianam
doctrinal
in the early forties this great
doctrina
de doo
doctnna
christiana
Mil
mii
john milton and the english
joan
mliner
1941
neron
milnerow
1941 although hill probably makes milton too radical see andrew milner
nerow
revolution A study in the sociology ofliterature
of literature london macmillan 1981 195 209 there is a growing
consensus at least to remember milton was a revolutionary even if not so wild eyed a one as hill proposes

ieo
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managing of his religious affairs to the safe care and credit of
make cm
someone else
em and cut ern
em out what religion ye please
areopagitica 740 in the process of trying to discover what scriptural
christianity really entails milton successively peels back the layered
accretions of creedal tradition a tradition that he had labored so
diligently to master in his mature theology he rejects received
opinions relying instead upon the scriptures alone and the light
of right reason shunning principles that do not derive from the
primitive apostolic church christian doctrine 901
milton knew that an apostasy had occurred the description of it
in paradise lost should stir the soul of every latter day saint
wolves shall succeed for teachers grievous wolves
beav n
who all the sacred mysteries of heav
to thir own vile advantages shall turn
of lucre and ambition and the truth
with superstitions and traditions taint
12508
12.508
12508 12

yet the depth of Mil
cormons
miltons
millons
tons solidarity with mormons

is

not apparent

from this powerful account of the apostasy for belief in an apostasy
is common to all protestants and the pauline imagery acts 2029 is
also common fare for anti catholic rhetoric what at once sets milton
apart from even mainline protestantism and what allies him with
mormonism is his early dating of the apostasy most english protestants
dated the apostasy from the rise of the reformers but milton together
with primitivist christian sectarians
sect arians pushes the falling away back
to the time of constantine thereby calling into question all the
superstitions and traditions that have accrued since the early
centuries of the church 25 25milton
milton thus endorses an extreme position
on the issue of christian tradition and puts himself in the company of
mormons
radical sectarians
Mor mons
sect arians and of course of cormons
nor does the supposedly august poet of christian orthodoxy shrink
from endorsing other positions variously occupied by the scorned
sectarians
sect arians that proliferated during his time the ranters diggers
lans Lev
ians
ellers and fifth monarchists 26 on his journey
levellers
muggletonians
muggletomans
Muggle
muggie
tomans
Muggleton
towards becoming a church of one milton breaks first with the
Presbyte rians over the issue of a paid
anglicans and then with the presbyterians
clergy and shows himself sympathetic to the idea of lay ministry 27
mllton
15hill
miton
mlton and the english revolution
hill milton

84 87

ibid 93 116
the church is but one
mllton s considerations touching the likeliest means to remove hirelings out odthe
milton
of tae
of numerous attacks against a paid ministry
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also rejects not only set liturgies
liturgics such as the book of common
prayer but set prayer generally animadversions upon the remonstrants
Remon strants
defence against smectymnuus 124 27 he further distances
himself from proponents of a state church by espousing adult baptism
so church membership would not be universal and automatic but
individual and by choice and in common with some on the radical
fringe milton believes in material monism that is that all creatlon
creation
creatlon is
creation
281
28 so
material including spirit 5404
5.404
5404 43 compare d&c 1317 8 211
long as milton feels his beliefs are grounded in scripture and reason
he courageously charts his own course and in the process tacks across
mormon seas polygamy apostasy lay ministry adult baptism
spontaneous prayer materialism all find analogies not exact
parallels in LDS theology
so too does Mil
millons
miltons
tons millenarianism he looks for christ to
return as our shortly expected king 29 further he considers

he

dac

england to be a chosen land and the english an elect people a saving
remnant destined to be a vanguard introducing the true christian
liberty to the world and thereby preparing the world for the messiahs
return areopagitica 743 these chiliastic sentiments find striking
analogues
analogies
anal
ogues in mormon doctrine and history what is more history
served to chasten though not defeat both miltonic and mormon
millenarianism in similar ways the failure of Mil
millons
miltons
tons england to
become that noble and puissant nation
areopagitica 745 he
envisioned may find a corollary in our failure to realize a political
zion first in jackson county then in nauvoo and then in the great
basin by analogy governor lilburn W boggs of missouri and the
host of official government persecutors that followed him become
comparable to the royalists also bent on destroying the nascent
cormons had to redefine zion
theocratic state both milton and mormons
the garden of eden like the city beautiful must temporarily be
left behind but its values are recovered by internalizing paradise
which is relocated in a righteous family making its way through the
world yet though the idea of a kingdom of god is for the moment
depoliticized the king is still coming and his dominion is still to be
established literally upon this earth
II returned from the continent the grand
by the time charles 11
Mil tons radical
adventure in republicanism had failed and people of miltons
millons
hill milton and the english revolution 324 33
Mil
29hill
miltons
hill quotes this phrase from millons
tons prose in his chapter on the poets millenarianism ibid 281 by
way
puy just before charles IIs imminent return milton gave the phrase
andeasy
und
and easy pay
the publication of the ready andrasy
891 my italics
an even more decidedly political twist christ is the only to be expected king
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persuasion had either fled in exile or been forced underground
when they spoke again their voices were muted and their radicalism
veiled as in paradise lost but the inspired ideas of such revolutionaries
did not wholly die they were reborn in america and lived underground
in england to resurface during more tolerant times 30 such times had
arrived when the first mormon missionaries landed on british soil
bearing a message that echoed indigenous themes although neither
the missionaries nor their converts could have known it the restored
gospel had a miltonic ring when 1I recall the stunning success of
those first elders in england 1I like to suppose that the pick and
flower of england31
England31 they drew into the gospel net were in their
humble way the spiritual posterity of Mil
millons
miltons
tons inspired radicalism
the remnants of his chosen people
and what of milton himself would milton have accepted the
one can
missionaries message had he been living at that hour
only wonder he was a proud and independent man this much is
sure although he shares much common turf with us in his own day
he was not an unbaptized mormon he may however be a baptized
mormon now for on 24 december 1878 in the st george temple
john milton poet was baptized by proxy into the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 32 we find means to make our
favorite poets mormon one way or another

31for
for a discussion of what happened to the radical ideas

that flourished during the english revolution
see christopher hill the world turned upside down new york viking press 1972 306 8 and some
fab english revolution madison university of wisconsin press 1980
intellectual consequences odthe
the
of fae
ofthe
311be
mormons
Mor mons ed
Dick enss from the uncommercial traveler cited in among the cormons
the phrase is charles dickenss
Mo nensen lincoln university of nebraska press 19
58
3537
37
william mulder and A russell mortensen
337
557
1958
32st
st george temple records no 110097 book H 570 it isis surprising that proxy baptism for milton
was not performed earlier when wilford woodruff was baptized on behalf of most of the signers of the
declaration of independence the presidents of the united states and other eminent men
including
christopher
CIri
christopher columbus samuel johnson oliver goldsmith david garrick william wordsworth
among others cirl
sir walter scott johann wolfgang goethe friedrich von schiller robert burns and lord byron wilford
woodruffjournal
woodruff journal 21 august 1877
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